Business issue
The taxation of cryptocurrencies is complex and IRS
scrutiny on their tax returns is increasing. From a regulatory
standpoint, the guidance from the IRS is continuously
evolving; and for the calculation, fractional quantities of
cryptocurrencies is increasing the complexity of basis
tracking. Now is as important as ever to ensure
compliance.

EY Blockchain Analyzer: Tax Calculator
Easily calculate capital gains/losses from trading
cryptocurrencies and produce US tax Form 8949

Solution description

Key contacts

As part of the EY Blockchain Analyzer suite, the Tax
Calculator solution is a web-based solution where
individuals can upload transactions to download a Form
8949 which is used to calculate capital gains for US tax
returns. It connects directly with multiple exchanges,
allowing users to insert API keys and/or upload exchangeformatted CSV files. Individuals can also insert
cryptocurrencies from transactions related to mining and
staking rewards to include their basis for future sales of that
cryptocurrency.
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Program Manager
Samuel.Davies@uk.ey.com

Business benefits
►

Calculates capital gains and provides compliance for
purchases and sales of cryptocurrencies

►

Produces a draft Form 8949 for review and inclusion in
tax return

►

Allows for the inclusion of basis tracking for mining and
staking type rewards on cryptocurrencies

Technologies
►

API connections to exchanges

►

Multiple CSV file uploads

►

Built on blockchain.ey.com

Why EY
►

►
►

►

Deep industry knowledge gained from serving the
largest and most complex clients
A truly global delivery capability for blockchain
One software-as-a-service infrastructure for all EY
blockchain products on blockchain.ey.com
Globally recognized as a technology leader in
blockchain
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EY | Building a better working world
EY exists to build a better working world, helping create long-term value for clients,
people and society and build trust in the capital markets.

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in over 150 countries provide
trust through assurance and help clients grow, transform and operate.
Working across assurance, consulting, law, strategy, tax and transactions, EY
teams ask better questions to find new answers for the complex issues facing our
world today.
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